
Thinking Aloud With Poetry in Grades 3–5  
“Casey at the Bat” by Ernest Thayer
Overview and Rationale
This legendary poem depicts the last half-inning of a baseball game. The plot follows Casey and his team who are at 
a disadvantage with a score of four to two. The poem illustrates the thrill, fun, and disappointments experienced at 
such ballgames.

Lexile Framework: 810L

Guided Reading Level: Z

What the Text Says What I Say
The Comprehension 

Strategy I Model

The outlook wasn’t brilliant for the Mudville 
nine that day: (stanza 1)

Who are the Mudville nine? Where is 
Mudville? Asking questions

The score stood four to two; with but one 
inning more to play, (stanza 1)

I’m getting the sense that this is a poem about 
baseball—I’ve got the hint that there are nine 
players, and that there is an inning left—which 
lets me know this is a baseball game. Making inferences

A pall-like silence fell upon the patrons of the 
game. (stanza 1)

At first I thought that these two players really 
died, but when I reread, I realized they were 
out at first base and the two outs made the 
crowd grow quiet. 

Monitoring  
and clarifying

The rest
Clung to the hope which springs eternal in the 
human breast. (stanza 2)

I’m getting the sense that some of the fans 
think their team—the Mudville one—is about 
to lose. Some fans are leaving early, but a 
couple of die-hard fans are still watching. Synthesizing

“. . . We’d put up even money now, with Casey 
at the bat.” (stanza 2)

I like how the author uses if only. That shows 
me that the crowd sees Casey as their last 
hope to get a hit and win this game.

Understanding the  
author’s purpose

For there seemed but little chance of Casey 
getting to the bat. (stanza 3)

I don’t really understand what the author 
means by these two players being a hoodoo 
and a cake. When I reread this whole stanza, 
I can guess that these are negative terms to 
describe a player. The author is hinting that 
the crowd is melancholy because of these 
two players—if they get out, there will be no 
chance for Casey to come up to bat.

 

Monitoring  
and clarifying

Making inferences

There was Jimmy safe at second and Flynn 
a-hugging third. (stanza 4)

At first, I thought that Flynn and Jimmy were 
going to strike out or get out so that Casey 
wouldn’t get the chance to hit. But both Flynn 
and Jimmy got on base! Jimmy is on second 
base, and Flynn is on third, with Casey about 
to bat.

Synthesizing

For Casey, mighty Casey, was advancing to the 
bat. (stanza 5)

I like how the author uses the yells from the 
throats of the fans to show that they are 
cheering on Casey. The golden phrase is 
mighty Casey. This makes me think the crowd 
is expecting him to get a hit and to win the 
game for Mudville!

Understanding the  
author’s purpose

continued . . .



What the Text Says What I Say
The Comprehension 

Strategy I Model

No stranger in the crowd could doubt ’twas 
Casey at the bat. (stanza 6)

What does doffed his hat mean? When I reread 
it and when I read on, I don’t get much of a 
sense of the word, but I do get this image that 
Casey is cool and collected—the words ease, 
pride, and smile show he’s confident! This 
mood makes me think a hit is a sure thing for 
Casey!

Monitoring  
and clarifying 

Defiance flashed in Casey’s eye, a sneer curled 
Casey’s lip. (stanza 7)

I wonder why Casey’s face changes from 
a smile to a sneer. Maybe he’s trying to 
intimidate the pitcher? Asking questions

“That ain’t my style,” said Casey. “Strike one!” 
the umpire said. (stanza 8)

I don’t understand why the author uses 
leather-covered sphere. Is that just an overly 
descriptive way to say ball? I know that 
sometimes poets like to use vivid imagery 
as they write, so maybe that’s why he didn’t 
simply say ball. Also, at first I thought Casey 
was going to hit the ball, but I know that 
it might be more interesting to have some 
strikes against Casey—to increase the 
suspense and to make me read more!

Monitoring  
and clarifying

Understanding the  
author’s purpose

And it’s likely they’d have killed him had not 
Casey raised his hand. (stanza 9)

Okay, now I’m not sure why the fans are 
yelling to kill the umpire. Do they think he 
made a bad call? Maybe I should go back and 
reread the previous stanza carefully. This line 
“close by the sturdy batsman” makes me think 
that maybe the pitch was really close and 
almost hit Casey. That might make the fans 
angry! I missed that the first time I read.

Monitoring  
and clarifying

But Casey still ignored it and the umpire said, 
“Strike two!” (stanza 10)

Why did Casey ignore this pitch? What was 
wrong with it that he didn’t want to swing? Asking questions

And they knew that Casey wouldn’t let that 
ball go by again. (stanza 11)

The author wants me to see how outraged 
the fans are, and how determined Casey is. It’s 
really clear how much these fans need Casey 
to get a hit.

Understanding the  
author’s purpose

He pounds with cruel violence his bat upon 
the plate; (stanza 12)

Okay, the smiling, confident Casey is gone! The 
words hate, clenched, and cruel violence show 
me how tense this scene is.

Understanding the  
author’s purpose

And now the air is shattered by the force of 
Casey’s blow. (stanza 12)

I need to know more about what is meant by 
Casey’s blow. Did he blow through the air, like 
he missed the ball? Or did he blow it out of the 
park, like a home run? I need to keep reading 
to understand the action here.

Monitoring  
and clarifying

But there is no joy in Mudville—mighty Casey 
has struck out. (stanza 13)

What? I’m so surprised here—I’ve got these clues 
like bright sunshine, a band, light hearts, laughing 
men, and shouting children that make me think 
this was a good outcome—that Casey got a hit 
and Mudville won the game. And then I see the 
signal word but, and I have to revise what I was 
thinking—mighty Casey has struck out!

Synthesizing
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